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“Immigration into the UK from countries such as Romania
and Bulgaria looks set to continue in the coming years. The
time may therefore now be right for retailers and brands
alike to roll out beers from these countries more widely in
the UK, particularly as the major beer companies such as
Heineken and SABMiller already own many of the
breweries.”
– Chris Wisson, Senior Drinks Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Older consumers could be key for the craft beer segment
Capitalising on Britain’s changing population
Leveraging beer and food matching
What could the removal of the beer tie mean for the industry?

Beer continues to dominate the alcoholic drinks landscape, with 67% of adults drinking beer in the six
months to September 2014. However, the category has struggled in the post-recession years as
consumers continue to cut back on alcohol in general, and a rising number of drinkers switched into
other categories such as cider.
Nevertheless, beer is now fighting back. Buoyed by favourable government intervention in the past two
Budgets, it is expected to return to volume growth in 2014. This volume growth is being driven entirely
by the off-trade as the on-trade continues to struggle largely due to its unfavourable comparison on
price. Several segments such as flavoured and lower-alcohol beers continue to post encouraging
growth, suggesting a brighter immediate future for the market.
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Key points
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The multiple grocers remain dominant
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Guinness finally halts its decline
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Figure 33: Leading manufacturers’ value and volume shares of stout sales in the off-trade, 2013/14
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Figure 42: Attitudes, by beer brand, October 2014
Brand personality
Figure 43: Beer brand personality – Macro image, October 2014
Figure 44: Beer brand personality – Micro image, October 2014
Brand experience
Figure 45: Beer brand usage, October 2014
Figure 46: Satisfaction with various beer brands, October 2014
Figure 47: Consideration of beer brands, October 2014
Brand recommendation
Figure 48: Recommendation of selected beer brands, October 2014

The Consumer – Usage of Beer
Key points
Lager remains the most popular type of beer
Figure 49: Usage of different types of beer within the past six months, September 2014
Figure 50: Usage of different types of beer within the past six months, by location, September 2014
Figure 51: Usage of different types of beer within the past six months, by gender and age, September 2014
Craft continues to flourish
36% of beer drinkers drink three or more types
Figure 52: Repertoire of usage of different types of beer, September 2014

The Consumer – Frequency of Drinking Beer
Key points
62% of beer drinkers do so at least once a week
Figure 53: Frequency of drinking beer, September 2014

The Consumer – Occasions for Drinking Beer
Key points
The pub/bar is the most popular place to drink beer
Figure 54: Occasions for drinking beer, September 2014
Figure 55: Occasions for drinking beer – alone or with others, September 2014
Beer is also popular in other social occasions
Beer and food: a match made in heaven?

The Consumer – Associations with Premium Beer
Key points
High-quality ingredients are key to projecting a premium image
Figure 56: Associations with premium beer (any ranking 1-5), September 2014
Figure 57: Associations with premium beer (rank 1), September 2014
Heritage/history can also be a strong premium cue
Branding is important for premiumisation

The Consumer – Beer Preferences
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Key points
Glass bottles are still much more popular than cans
Figure 58: Beer preferences, September 2014
Figure 59: Preferences in beer bottle size, September 2014
Figure 60: Preferences in beer can size, September 2014
Lighter beers preferred to dark
Mainstream beers still preferred by the majority
Tradition still important in terms of flavour and carbonation

The Consumer – Attitudes towards Beer
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Summary of attitudes towards beer
Figure 61: Attitudes towards beer, September 2014
Beer can be a good fit in formal dining occasions
Figure 62: Attitudes towards food and beer, September 2014
Beer brands need to prove their credentials
Figure 63: Attitudes towards the taste of beer, September 2014
Craft beer continues to grow but does it need a definition?
Figure 64: Attitudes towards craft beer, September 2014
Potential for growth of lower-alcohol beers
Figure 65: Other attitudes towards beer, September 2014

The Consumer – Target Groups
Key points
Four target groups
Figure 66: Target groups for beer, September 2014
Connoisseurs (28%)
Disengaged (26%)
Enthusiasts (23%)
Price-conscious (23%)

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
Figure 67: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the UK beer market, by value, 2014-19
Figure 68: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the UK beer market, by volume, 2014-19
Figure 69: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the UK lager market, by value, 2014-19
Figure 70: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the UK lager market, by volume, 2014-19
Figure 71: Forecast of UK volume sales of lager, 2009-19
Figure 72: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the UK ale/bitter/ginger beer market, by value, 2014-19
Figure 73: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the UK ale/bitter/ginger beer market, by volume, 2014-19
Figure 74: Forecast of UK volume sales of ale/bitter/ginger beer, 2009-19
Figure 75: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the UK stout market, by value, 2014-19
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Figure 76: Best- and worst-case forecasts for the UK stout market, by volume, 2014-19
Figure 77: Forecast of UK volume sales of stout, 2009-19
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